THE BOTTOM LINE
Schaeffer’s #221 Moly Ultra Extreme Pressure Grease extends mower bearing life by 4 times; and
mowers cut more evenly on fairways and greens. Added bonus: Schaeffer’s #221 Moly Ultra makes
customer a hero to his boss!

THE COMPANY
Riverplace Country Club Austin, TX.

THE STORY
The head mechanic, Freddy, has been using Schaeffer’s #221 Moly Ultra Extreme Pressure Grease
on ten Toro golf course motors for about 2 ½ years.
Prior to switching to Schaeffer’s, Freddy was replacing the cutting unit bearings quarterly; he simply
thought they were wearing out that fast since they mowed the greens every morning.
After switching to Schaeffer’s #221 Moly Ultra, Freddy only had to replace the mower cutting unit
bearings once a year and that was because the seals were worn out. Freddy decided to replace all
the cutting unit bearings on all of their mowers at the same time, but said that the bearings still
looked good. Freddy went on to say that since the bearings are holding up so well, the greens and
fairways are cut more evenly compared to the way the mowers cut before switching to Schaeffer’s
#221 Moly Ultra. Needless to say, the switch to Schaeffer’s made Freddy a hero to his supervisor
because of the time and money he saved the company.

The bottom line here is the time and money saved by eliminating the need to replace the bearings
as often. Plus, since the fairways and greens are looking better because of fewer cutting unit
bearing failures, Freddy says using #221 Moly Ultra has made his job much easier, leaving him more
time to take care of other maintenance.
Riverplace Country Club also uses Schaeffer #137 ND Diesel Treat 2000 and #131 Neutra Fuel
Stabilizer.
Submitted by: Jim Danklefs Austin, TX
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This case history documents performance of superior quality lubricants in a specific application. It is not a blanket endorsement of any
brand of lubricant by the company involved.
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